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T.I. Has a Story to Tell With
Paper Trail

ATL's own T.I. is back at it again
and, as one of the tracks off his album
Paper Trail says, T.I. is “Ready For

Whatever”. Recently, the rapper had a run-in with the law and even
spent some time in prison for his crime. Now, “The King of the South”
is trading his jailbird ways for a chance in the spotlight again. The high-
ly anticipated album instantly was a hit, for hip-hop lovers realized that
T.I. meant business. Some naysayer's may have questioned the super-
star's comeback. But T.I.
answers the haters with a
banging revival of his new
self and new album.

Immediately, as the
album begins with the intro
“56 Bars,” T.I. informs that
the wait is over. Fans who
have always nodded their
heads to his lyrics were
probably hoping that the
southerner wouldn't disap-
point them. Well, T.I. makes
it happen in sixteen songs,
in which each stands on its
own with a different mes-
sage. The majority of the
songs are T.I. reclaiming his
“King of the South” throne
by telling listeners “Don't
judge me” and “Put yourself
in my position”. A prime
example of his thoughts is
track seven, “No Matter
What”, which chants in the chorus, “I ain't dead, I ain't done, I ain't
scared, I ain't run, but still I stand, no matter what”. T.I. reassures fans
that he is a changed man, but he also makes it known that he can still
keep it gangsta with songs like “I'm Illy” and “Every Chance I Get”.
Paper Trail could be stamped as a celebration album, for the hip-hop-
per has much to be thankful for. With a new album, new start at life, it's
a new and improved T.I.

To add on to the greatness, the star-studded creation features
music favorites. “Live Your Life”, featuring singer Rihanna, is a hot one
off the album. As Rihanna belts “Just live your life, ain't got no time for
no haters, just live your life, no telling where it'll take you, just live your
life, cause I'm a paper chaser”. For all the paper chasers out there,
you've got to love this track with the hot beat to match. T.I. keeps the
star tracks going with songs including John Legend, Ludacris, Swizz
Beats, Usher, and even Justin Timberlake makes an appearance on a
song called “Dead and Gone”, which is hot! “No one on the corner has
swagger like us” is a line from the song “Swagga Like Us”, which fea-
tures some of the best rappers alive: Kanye West, Jay-Z, Lil Wayne, and
T.I. himself. The line-up proves that the rappers possess much swagger,
with some of M.I.A.'s “Paper Planes” lyrics adding to the ruggedness.
The featured artists allow the album to reach major heights, which
makes the album worth giving a listen to.

T.I.'s country grammar has earned him another hit album, filled
with hit songs. The trail that T.I. is leaving, is leaving him with tons of
paper in his pockets. So, give a listen to what he's been waiting to say.
T.I. wants you to snap your fingers to his head banger album and enjoy
the sounds of his life. As the popular hit of T.I. says, you can have
“Whatever You Like!”

By ELISHIA PETERSON
Staff Writer
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AC/DC-Black Ice Eight years in between releases is an eternity in the music busi-
ness.  For AC/DC, the long hiatus has done nothing but good.
Black Ice, the fifteenth studio album from the legendary hard
rockers, is probably the best thing they've done since 1980’s
Back in Black.  Where Back in Black is the most celebrated entry
in AC/DC's catalog, Black Ice is their most solid.  Vocalist Brian
Young wails away like he did 20 some years ago, while Angus
and Malcolm Young's blues rock riffs blare so loud even John
McCain can hear them.   With the bands on the radio today act-
ing like they know the formula for panty droppin', fist pumping,
bar brawling man rock (cough cough Nickelback cough cough),
the return of AC/DC couldn't have been timed better.  The first
single, “Rock 'N Roll Train”, is already tearing up the radio with
twice the testosterone as anything else on the underused air-
waves.  Still Kickin Ass, Still

Takin Names

Ray LaMontagne-
Gossip in the Grain As soon as Gossip in the Grain starts with the opener “You Are

The Best Thing”, there is an essence about the album that just
feels right.  Maybe it's the bellowing brass section, the shimmer-
ing piano, or maybe its LaMontagne's Van Morrison-esque
voice.  No matter what does it for you, Gossip in the Grain
sounds like an autumn afternoon in 1960-something.
LaMontagne, once again, expands his sound, adding instruments
and compositions, something he started to do on his 2006
release, Till the Sun Turns Black.  Evolving from simple lo-fi
singer/songwriter to 60s full band folk mastermind has seemed
easy for LaMontagne.  Tracks like “Meg White” and “Let it Be
Me” show Ray can stay basic, only to flip a switch, turning on
the sparkling analog wall of sound.  

Fun for All Ages

Gojira- The Way of All
Flesh

Death Becomes Them

Ok, so I know that when the words “Death Metal” appear, the
page will probably get turned.  This one time, read on.   Gojira,
a French (yes, French) death metal band have tons of monstrous
low end riffs and creative songwriting to offer, if you give them
a chance.  On The Way of All Flesh, Gojira tear down numerous
stigmas behind their genre, all while sounding like a run away
Mack truck.  The lyrics are poetic, decipherable, and insightful,
while the band backing them is about as creative a metal band as
you'll hear.  Taking cues from Meshuggah, Gojira have learned
to craft some incredibly heavy music with all the 'listenability' (
drinkability is a word…right?) of lighter stuff.  Gojira have
found a good balance between melody and malice, making The
Way of All Flesh the smoothest of death metal albums.  Check
out the track “Orobous” for a taste. 

Game of the Week: SOCOM
Confrontation

The Playstation 2 is the best selling game system of
all time, at this point.  When the system launched in

October of 2000, parents fought tooth and nail to get the next big thing to put under the
tree that December.  One of the biggest selling points for PS2 was online gameplay,
something reserved mostly for computers at that time (Dreamcast does not count).
Many manufacturers had trouble with the
Playstation Network but, as usual, Sony's
homegrown projects worked well, the best one
being SOCOM U.S. Navy Seals.  Now in 2008,
SOCOM has been updated for the Playstation
3 as SOCOM Confrontation.  This multiplay-
er-only game takes SOCOM's classic third
person tactical gameplay and throws in new
twists, like the use of the PS3's SIXAXIS
motion-sensitive controller to duck and lean
behind cover.  Combine the new gameplay
features with fully customizable guns and
classic maps from the first two SOCOM
games, and the multiplayer experience could-
n't be better for the hardcore gamer.  With that
said, SOCOM does have some issues.
Marathon load times, spotty lag spikes, and
poor grenade physics do hurt the fun of 16 vs.

16 firefights but, like other Sony online issues, patches will come out to help the prob-
lems, in time of course.  The plan for SOCOM is similar to Sony's other multiplayer-
only game, Warhawk, constantly updating the game with new weapons maps and game
modes has made Warhawk better and better as time has gone on.   It would be smart
for Sony to do everything in their power to make SOCOM Confrontation an expansion-
happy franchise for years to come.  

So I've found an issue with this Game of the Week column.  I can't review every game
that you, my precious readers, need to hear about before the holiday season hits. So
from now on, the games I can't get/play in time are going to get the one or two line
treatment.  Keep reading.

Dead Space (PS3, XB360)
Deep space horror survival with physics like no other. Bottom line, go buy it.  Don't
play Dead Space with the lights off, alone, or at night.  Have an extra pair of pants
ready if you have surround sound, for sure. 

Fable II (XB360)
Probably the best action RPG on the market.  Everything in Fable II'’s vast landscape
is part of the game, where the decisions you make affect your character’s path in life.  

By JAKE SCALICI
Entertainment Editor


